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The North Indian Ocean
• The North Indian Ocean basin is a
particularly small basin because it is blocked
from reaching the poles by the Asian
landmass.  This has very serious implications
to the atmosphere: it leads to formation of
the monsoons, seasonal reversal of winds.
Winds provide a major driving for oceanic
motions.

• Another factor that is important in the
study of the North Indian Ocean is its
proximity to the equator.  The basin is
tropical.  This leads to some special features
of dynamics.

• When the waters on the western side are
highly saline, they are fresher on the
eastern side. This leads to some special
features of dynamics as well as in the air-
sea interaction process.
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The seasonal cycle of winds

Note the direction of along shore winds



The Indian subcontinent separates the two basin



Surface circulation in the world oceans



The annual cycle of surface currents as seen in the drifts of
satellite tracked buoys:

• North Equatorial
Current is prominent in
January-March. It runs
as a narrow current of
about 0.3 m s-1 from
Malacca Strait to
southern Sri Lanka.

• Equatorial
Countercurrent with
0.5 - 0.8 m s-1 in the
west; but getting
weaker in the east.

• South Equatorial
Current occupies the
region south of 8°S
with velocities rarely
exceeding 0.3 m s-1.
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The annual cycle of surface currents as seen in the drifts of
satellite tracked buoys:

• During July -
September, the
entire region north
of 5°S is dominated
by the eastward
flow of the
Southwest
Monsoon Current.

• The South
Equatorial Current
expands slightly
towards north,
reaching 6°S in
September.
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Currents along the Indian coast ….
West coast of India

Dynamic topography of surface w.r.t. 1000 m

June-August 1987 December 1987-
January 1988March 1994

Shetye et al (1990, 1991a)



Currents along the Indian coast ….
East coast of India

Dynamic topography of surface w.r.t. 1000 m

July-August 1989 March-April 1991 December 1991

Shetye et al (1991b, 1993, 1996)



 The low salinity water moves along the east and the west
coasts of India often against local wind forcing.  What
drives this flow?

Why does the flow intensify as it reaches the northern
parts of the west coast of India?

Why the flow is better organised and stronger along the
east coast of India when the winds are weak?
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The issue of driving of the currents around the Indian
coast attracted attention of oceanographers elsewhere in
the world.

A new dynamical framework evolved to understand the
entire north Indian basin.

A premise of the new framework: it is not possible to
understand any region of the North Indian Ocean in
isolation, the entire basin has to be taken into account
(Yu et al. (1991), McCreary et al. (1993), McCreary et al. (1996),
Shankar et al. (1996), Shankar and Shetye (1997), Shankar et al.
(2002), etc.).
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The leaky wave-guide

Developments in theory to explain the surface circulation in
the Indian Ocean

Equatorial Kelvin waves

Equatorial Rossby waves

Coastal Kelvin waves

The existence of the leaky
wave-guide merges the Arabian
Sea, the Bay of Bengal, and the
equatorial Indian Ocean into a
single dynamical entity, which
must be modelled as a whole
even to simulate the circulation
in its parts
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Schematic of circulation during winter monsoon
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Schematic of circulation during inter-monsoon
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 The hydrographic surveys do provide us with a broad
picture of how seasonal (time-scales ~months or larger)
circulation behaves.

 All available evidence suggests that indeed there are
faster scales in action.
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Architecture of Circulation Models for Operational forecasts

Global Analysis

Indian Ocean
Forecast

Coastal Foreasts

Indian Ocean
Forecast

Global : GODAS (variable resolution, MOM4p0d + 3DVAR)
Indian Ocean : ROMS (~9.5 x 9.5 km) & HyCOM with red. KF(~ 7 x 7 km, experimental)
Coastal Ocean: ROMS (~ 2.25 x 2.25 km)



Operational set up of INCOIS-GODAS

For more info: http://www.incois.gov.in/portal/GODAS

References:
1) Ravichandran et al. , 2013, Ocean Modelling
2) Sivareddy et al., 2015, PhD thesis



Satellite and in situ data assimilation in Ocean State Forecast modelsSatellite and in situ data assimilation in Ocean State Forecast models
SST from satellites SSH from satellite altimeters

Sea surface winds from OceanSat IISea surface winds from OceanSat II



Real time (1-day delay) updates of the Global
Ocean from INCOIS-GODAS: 2D fields

SST TCHP

NOTE:Plots
are of 13th

Oct, 2016

SSHA SSS

NOTE:Plots
are of 13th

Oct, 2016



Climate Indices from INCOIS-GODAS ocean analysis

SST (degC) anomaly Temperature anomaly (deg C)
averaged over 5S-5N latitudes
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Monthly updates of climate
indices are available by 10th of
each month.
Service is started in April, 2014.
The information is being
disseminated from the INCOIS
web site
www.incois.gov.in/portal/ElNino

NiNO 3.4 SST anomaly
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Users of INCOIS-GODAS analysis

• Analysis are used as initial and boundary
conditions for operational ROMS at INCOIS

• Ocean initial conditions are provided to IITM,
Pune for CFS-V2

• Global maps of SST and SST anomalies are
provided to IMD-Pune

• Climate indices are used in MoES-ENSO
bulletins

• Data available for researchers across globe
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Model set up for basin wide forecasts

Tides: 10 components (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1, Mf, Mm)
Sea surface salinity: Relaxed to WOA2009 climatology
Atmospheric Forcing : 0.25 degree NCMRWF

ROMS at 1/12 degree resolution

Area – Indian Ocean

Domain - 30-120oE, 30oS-30 oN

Vertical Mixing - Non-Local (KPP,
Large et al 1996)

Horizontal/ Vertical  Advection
(Momentum) - Foruth order
centered diff.

Horizontal/Vertical Advection
(Tracers) - Foruth order Akima

Air-sea fluxes - Bulk aero-dynamic
(Fairall et al 1994)

Vertical stretching parameters
- Theta_s=7, Theta_b=0.1,
Tcline=250m
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Ocean StateOcean State ForecastsForecasts –– SST, MLD,SST, MLD, thermoclinethermocline and surface currentsand surface currents



BB-HOOFSIO-HOOFS

WC-HOOFS

SEA-HOOFS



Model
Setup

Domain Vertical
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Forecasts of temperature – salinity structure off waters off the west coast of India

Temperature

Salinity



Ocean modelling and Data assimilation – High resolution forecast model

ADCP (off-Kollam)

Domain of the SEA-HOOFS

ADCP (off-Kollam)

SEA-HOOFS

ROMS @ 1/12



Time-depth section of temperature currents simulated by BB-HOOFS off Gopalpur
and Visakhapatanam are compared with ADCP observations





Observation

ROMS 1/48

ROMS 1/12

RAMA –Temperature                          90oE, 15oN



ENVISAT IMAGERY ON
08.08.2011 at 1800 hrs

MV RAK SUNK off Mumbai (18° 46.287’ N, 72° 29.194’ E) on 4 Aug 2011 and
spilled 290T of Fuel oil and 50 T of diesel  oil on 5.8.2011 at 0700 hrs

MV RAK SUNK off Mumbai (18° 46.287’ N, 72° 29.194’ E) on 4 Aug 2011 and
spilled 290T of Fuel oil and 50 T of diesel  oil on 5.8.2011 at 0700 hrs

ECMWF winds & 1/8 ROMS
currents

ECMWF winds & 1/48 ROMS
currents

High-resolution Operational Ocean Forecast and reanalysis System for the west coast of India
(WC-HOOFS) – improvements in the prediction of oil spill trajectories

Model Run : 05.08.2011,07.00 hrs to 13.08.2011, 07.00 hrs



ENVISAT IMAGERY ON
09.08.2011 at 2300 hrs

ECMWF winds & 1/8 ROMS
currents

ECMWF winds & 1/48 ROMS
currents

High-resolution Operational Ocean Forecast and reanalysis System for the west coast of India
(WC-HOOFS) – improvements in the prediction of oil spill trajectories



Inauguration of OOSA 3.0 at 21st NOSDCP, Delhi



SARAT Advisory on missing fisherman in Gujarat

The Coast Guard used
SARAT to contain the
search area and found
the dead body of a
fisherman within the
highest probability
area predicted by the
model.

The Coast Guard used
SARAT to contain the
search area and found
the dead body of a
fisherman within the
highest probability
area predicted by the
model.



Coastal undercurrent simulation using ROMS: Role of
vertical resolution of the model

(a) ADCP location (continental shelf) (b) ADCP and ROMS comparison (c) Offshore section at 12N  at 100 m

Coastal undercurrent is better
simulated by ROMS60 model
compared to ROMS40 and it is
due to sub-surface propagation
of Rossby waves.

ROMS40:
Horizontal resolution: 1/12 X 1/12
Vertical resolution=40 level
Forcing= NCMRWF
ROMS60:
Horizontal resolution: 1/12 X 1/12
Vertical resolution=60 level
Forcing= NCMRWF



Coastal current simulation using ROMS: Role of high
frequency atmospheric forcing

(a) ADCP location (continental slope) (b) FFT (fast Fourier Tyransform) comparison of
alongshore current

ROMS (daily):
Horizontal resolution: 1/12 X 1/12
Vertical resolution=40 level
Atmospheric Fluxes= Troplux (daily)
Wind forcing=ASCAT (daily)
ROMS (6 hour):
Horizontal resolution: 1/12 X 1/12
Vertical resolution=40 level
Atmospheric fluxes= NCMRWF (6hourly)
Wind forcing=NCMRWF (6hourly)

ROMS model with NCMRWF forcing represents
intraseasonal variability (10—100 day) of the
alongshore EICC (East India Coastal Current) better
compared to daily forcing particularly at
Kakinada.



Simple coupled physical-biogeochemical
models of marine ecosystems

Courtesy: John Wilkin

• Formulating quantitative
mathematical models of
conceptual ecosystems



Schematic of ROMS “Fennel”
ecosystem model

Phytoplankton concentration absorbs light
Att(x,z) = AttSW + AttChl*Chlorophyll(x,z,t)
dI
dz

= Att (z)* I(z)



Model (ROMS_1x12)Model (ROMS_1x12) Simulated climatology of ChlorophyllSimulated climatology of Chlorophyll--aa and Oxygenand Oxygen

Model simulated coastal hypoxia in the Kochi Coast

ROMS WOA2013

Dissolved Oxygen (μmol/l)



Comparison of model simulated bioComparison of model simulated bio--physical variables with Argophysical variables with Argo

LeftLeft panelpanel isis thethe trajectorytrajectory ofof anan ArgoArgo floatfloat inin thethe ArabianArabian SeaSea duringduring 20122012--
20132013 andand rightright panelpanel isis thethe trajectorytrajectory ofof anan ArgoArgo floatfloat inin thethe BoBBoB duringduring
20132013--20152015.. WeWe havehave extractedextracted modelmodel datadata alongalong thethe trajectorytrajectory ofof ArgoArgo toto
makemake oneone--toto--oneone comparisoncomparison..



TimeTime--depth section of temperature (depth section of temperature (00C) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian SeaC) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Sea

TimeTime--depth section of salinity (PSU) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Seadepth section of salinity (PSU) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Sea

ARGO ROMS_1x12

MLD Thermocline

TimeTime--depth section of salinity (PSU) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Seadepth section of salinity (PSU) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Sea
Halocline

ARGO ROMS_1x12



TimeTime--depth section of chlorophyll (mg/mdepth section of chlorophyll (mg/m33)) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Seaalong the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Sea

TimeTime--depth section of oxygen (µM/mdepth section of oxygen (µM/m33)) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Seaalong the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Sea

SCMARGO ROMS_1x12

TimeTime--depth section of oxygen (µM/mdepth section of oxygen (µM/m33)) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Seaalong the trajectory of an Argo in the Arabian Sea

OxyclineARGO ROMS_1x12



TimeTime--depth section of temperature (depth section of temperature (00C) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of BengalC) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengal

TimeTime--depth section of salinity (PSU) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengaldepth section of salinity (PSU) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengal
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ARGO
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TimeTime--depth section of salinity (PSU) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengaldepth section of salinity (PSU) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengal

HaloclineROMS_1x12

ARGO



TimeTime--depth section of chlorophyll (mg/mdepth section of chlorophyll (mg/m33) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengal) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengal

TimeTime--depth section of oxygen (µM/m3) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengaldepth section of oxygen (µM/m3) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengal
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TimeTime--depth section of oxygen (µM/m3) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengaldepth section of oxygen (µM/m3) along the trajectory of an Argo in the Bay of Bengal

OxyclineARGO

ROMS_1x12



Understanding the climate change processes

The developments in the recent past have emphasized that the
Indian Ocean is becoming more vulnerable compared to the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans.

The recent evidences suggested that the Indian ocean is warming
much faster than the global ocean and the intermediate depth
layers of the ocean are probably acting as buffers for the
increased heat energy.

This has far reaching consequences, which include, among other
issues, rapid sea level rise in the Indian Ocean, particularly along
the Indian coastline, reduced rainfall over the Indian
subcontinents, increased wave activities, reduced productivity,
decreased pH, etc.
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Warminng Indian Ocean

Indian Ocean Pacific Ocean

WOA temperature trends along the equatorial band from 5°S to 5°N in
the longitude-depth plane and upper 300 m. Isotherms correspond to the WOA 1955-
2013 climatology.

Veronica et al., Science, 2015



There seems to be a distinct reversal of the sea level in the North Indian
Ocean (NIO, north of 5oS) between 1993-2003 and 2004-3013 (decadal
trend?)

Spatial pattern of sea level trend
from AVISO data during 1993-2003
(top left) and during 2004-2013 (top
right). Bottom panels are same as
in the top panels except for 0-700 m
steric (thermal + halo) sea level
trends from EN4 data. The
rectangular box in each panel
shows the region of decadal
reversal of sea level.

Unique to NIO. Not observed in any other
ocean.

Spatial pattern of sea level trend
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(top left) and during 2004-2013 (top
right). Bottom panels are same as
in the top panels except for 0-700 m
steric (thermal + halo) sea level
trends from EN4 data. The
rectangular box in each panel
shows the region of decadal
reversal of sea level.

Courtesy: Srinivasulu, INCOIS



Questions to be answered are

 What is causing this climatic change of the north
Indian Ocean?

 What are the consequences (physical and
biogeochemical) of this climatic change in the
north Indian Ocean?

 What would be the future projection of climate
change for the Indian Ocean.

 What is causing this climatic change of the north
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north Indian Ocean?
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 In order to address this issues we have set-up a global climate model based on
MOM4p1 with uniform 0.25 deg zonal resolution and variable (0.25 deg @equ and 0.15
deg @60N) meridional resolution. In the vertical it has 40 levels.

 Model is initialized using north Indian Ocean Atlas (NIOA, Chatterjee et al. (2012))

 Model is spun-up for 100 years from the state of rest  forced by the climatological
CORE-II forcing and then switched to interannual run since 1948.

Domain of the Global climate model
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Comparison of simulated SST with the HadISST

Model is able to capture the SST distribution very well, the deviation from the
Observation is within 1oC in the tropical Indian Ocean.

Courtesy: Abhisek Chatterjee, INCOIS



Comparison of simulated SST with the HadISST

Variance of simulated (left) and observed (middle) SST and RMSE of MOM
and HadSST globally for the months of April, May, June (1998 to 2007).

Courtesy: Abhisek Chatterjee, INCOIS
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